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I Be With The First Nighters BS
I "POTASH AND PERLMUTTER" '

H To add another encomium to the thousands
H that have been expressed regarding Potash and
H Perlmutter as played by Alexander Carr and Bar- -

H ney Bernard following the concentration of the
H Montague Glass cleverness in depicting these
H partners in the cloak and suit business on the
H stage, is really superfluous. Though for the sake
H of the dramatic action a more or less intricate
H plot has been interwoven, the play is merely a
H human picture so rapid in its ,portrayal of con.

H stantly varying emotions that one can think of
H nothing in the history of the American stage so

H true to life and so singularly appealing. While
M wonderful to anybody with even the slightest
1 sense of humor and a nature to which pathos

H appeals, it is to those who best know the types
H portrayed who get out of Potash and Perlmutter
H the most enjoyment.

H To one who lias spent any time in New York,
H especially around the wholesale district, it is ir- -

H risistible and for that matter it is beyond be- -

H lief to imagine that there are people who can re- -

M frain from enthusing after seeing it.
M Carr and Bernard are perfect types and that
H they need little makeup is all the better. Thr
M whole story hinges on a line in the play when
B Mawruss nays, "I can fight with my partner, can't
M I? That's my privilege, but no one else can say

anything about him." That's the keynote to the
Hy whole business and no description would be suf--

K flcient to give even an idea of how funny and
fll how touching a play has been made of these

stories of Glass. It would be a funny kind of a
Jew who could see the play and not be exalted in

H his pride.
M It is delicate business saying which of the

sbars shines the brighter, but Mr. Carr has a
shade the best of it, though that is not detract-
ing one moment from the brilliancy of Mr. Ber-

nard. The work of both of them is positively
perfect and the whole company is splendid though
there are three important parts that coul'1 be
more natural and in more satisfactory h ids;
those of Marks Pasinsky, played by Lee Kolnuiar,
Henry D. Feldman essayed by Arthur J. Pickens
and the Mrs. Potash of Marie Howe. Pearl Sin.
delar as Ruth Goldman took first honors among
the ladies. But to say nothing but the best about
the whole production is in the nature of carping.
Anyone who hasn't seen "Potash and Perlmutter"
and doesn't put everything aside to go before the
end of the engagement is mashuka.

ORPHEUM

About the best little thing fPaul Armstrong has
done is his one act satire "Woman Proposes,"
with charming Ruth Allen heading the cast at
the Orpheum this week. It is one of the best
one act plays on the stage and better than any-

thing Armstrong has ever done in the way of a
society drama little or big not excepting "In A

Blaze Of Glory.' An excellent company Is here
producing it and the lines and situations keep
one continually on the qui vive in the unusual un-

folding of the playlet in which it is clearly proven
that a woman always proposes.

There is so much that is good at the Orpheum

that a brief no ice would not do it justice, but
this must be iOf. Headlirer follows headliner
in rapid succession. Opening with Newhouse,

Snyder and company in a novelty scenic act, fol-

lowed by Marie Fitzgibbons who is a bear of a
story teller with a beautiful line of talk as well

as beautiful hands; (Butler Ilaviland and Alice
Thornton in their plotless, sobless comedy "At
Trouville," in which they distinguish themselves
and create innumerable laughs, Mr. Haviland be-
ing reminiscent though not imitative of Richard
Carlo in his prime. Kate Elinore and Sam Wil-
liams are responsible for enough original absurdi-
ties to keep their audiences screaming even if
William does sing a new song containing some-
thing about Michigan. Some of the best music
heard during the season is that rendered by Elsa
Ruegger, a violincellist and Edmond Lichtensteln,
violinist, and the performance finishes with the
Loyals and the almost human pup, Toque. There r
were some good travel pictures, fine music and

to complain about in even the incessant
giggle of the three charmers who sat on the
front row.

PANTAGES

Harry Girard and Agnes Cain Brown are back
again with "The Luck of a Totem." The luck
doesn't seem to change, as they have used it for
a long, long time, however, it is one of those
tilings that can be seen often without tiring one
for the music is pretty, the lines are witty and
a great deal of the best that was contained in
"The Alaskan" is being produced in this act.
Harry Davis and company give an exhibition of
marksmanship, the Quinn brothers and Marian
dance better than they sing; and there's a suf-
fragette tr"vesty called "We Want our Rights,"
which isn much the suffragette things are get-
ting on the nerves anyway. Hamilton and Barnes
in "Just for Fun" and a funny movie complete
the bill.


